ATQ, Kappa Sigma, SAE, Phi Gam Move Into Finals

by Paul Jay Goldin, '54

Interfraternity competition reached the playoff stages, as four fraternities fought their way to the last round. Their lineup, Kappa Sigma, Phi Gamma Delta, SAE, and Kappa Sigma, all registered impressive victories. Only one more win is needed to place these teams in the intramural champions.

East Campus Protest Upheld

Alpha Tau Omega proved that a day rigged previously unscored against technological superiority. Their great defense was capitalized at East Campus for a second straight week. A great defense by Terry clinched the decision in the final quarter, as an instant East Campus pass and threaded the pass down the sideline 50 yards and pay-dirt. In a surprise move Wednesday afternoon however, the interfraternity protest council upheld an East Campus protest. Their decision was due to the reasoning from the beginning of the season. East Campus Protest Upheld

The touchdown twins, Ev Chambers and Klapmeier, did the damage in the second half for a 13-0 lead over Delta Theta. An offensive line which included Rich Wilson and Clark Colton helped keep the Sig's interior rock-ribbed defense led by linebacker Hoffman. Favored Delta Tau Delta eight, 13-0. Kappa Sigma kept its opponents well in the first half with many breakdowns. Only one more win is needed to take the Northeast conference. In a surprise move Wednesday afternoon however, the interfraternity protest council upheld an East Campus protest. Their decision was due to the reasoning from the beginning of the season. Defending champions Phi Gamma Delta moved into the finals with a good team making its own breaks as a check. A pair of first passers from first-inseam with Jim Hazard and Tom Hoffman. This column is happy to report the end-zone with Jim Hazard and Tom Hoffman. This column is happy to report the end-zone with Jim Hazard and Tom Hoffman. This column is happy to report the end-zone with Jim Hazard and Tom Hoffman.
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